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ABSTRACT :

Gagne's learning hierarchy has been shown as
an useful method for sequencing intellectual skills
within anthropology . Verbal association skills are
related to definitions of culture . Discrimination and
concept formation relate to the students ability to
identify various cultural traits . Rule formation
involves the students' ability to state useful general-
izations concerning features of cultural interaction .
Problem solving is related to the question as to when
a culture may reach its peak in terms of development .
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INTRODUCTION :

f

	

Kaufman's (1972, pp . 11 & 12) description of a

systems management curriculum design suggests the

following six steps ; 1 . the identification of needs . 2 .

the resolution of needs into a problem and a statement of

objectives to solve this problem . 3 . the selection of

solution strategies from alternatives for the implementat-

ion of the objectives . 4 . Evaluation . 5 . Revision .

Kaufman (1972, p . 14) suggests that the determination of

solution requirements involves these tools . A . Mission

analysis . B . Function analysis . 3 . Task analysis, and

4 . Methods--means analysis .

Mission analysis involves asking these questions .

1 . What is the system to accomplish? 2 . How can success

be determined? 3 . What are the basic steps to get from

where one is to where one should be? In design, the move

from mission objectives to task identification is

from broad to specific objectives . Kaufman (1972, p . 22)

suggests that it is necessary to identify the obstacles

which stand in the way of reaching the goal . The major

milestones or objectives must be identified, followed by

the things that must be done to reach each milestone .

Finally, specific tasks are identified, as well as ways to

get these tasks done .

Kaufman's analysis of curriculum design is weak in

two ways . Firstly, there is no detailed explanation as to

how designers should sequence their content according to
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learning theory, to obtain an optimal route to guide

student learning . Secondly, his reference to a choice of

methods/means for implementation is overly simplistic .

Plethods/ means for reaching learning goals often involve

skills . Skills have been defined as actions, learned by

intensive practice and repetition, for achieving goals

which are valuable in their own right . (dill, 1976, p . 30)

Bruner (Connolly, 1974 . P . 59) argues that skills are

achieved by slowly building up sub-routines or modules which

overlap and which are gradually integrated into more complex

skills .

Although there is a wide variety of methods/means

a teacher may choose, most methods requires use of skills

in reading, writing, listening, interacting in groups and

communicating . In developing a curriculum which moves

from low level tasks to high level goals, for achievement

of intellectual objectives, consideration must also be

given in developing a corresponding hierarchy of skills

which will be used to implement this content .

This essay will provide a means for sequencing

intellectual skills according to learning theory and

suggests a need for developing a means for sequencing

corresponding skills in methods/means .

PROPOSAL FOR SEQUENCING COGNITIVE GOALS :

Kaufman's systems management approach has been followed

as a design for a unit on aborigines . Too often units

on primitive cultures focus on low level memorization of



isolated details, without reference to a broader structure .

The concept of cultural optimality has been invented as a

broad integrative tool for stimulating student enquiry

into such concepts as cultural change, acculturation, and

trans-cultural comparisons . The'optimal' concept

3 .

is based on the theory that if a culture is examined through

time-1. prior to the arrival of the European, 2 . during early

contact with Europeans, and 3 . in today's situation, it

is possible to pick and justify a period of time when the

culture reached its zenith, apogee, or optimal period .

This is the period of time when the culture reached its

maximum degree of adaptation to the environment, without

a disintegration in cultural identity . Successful man-

ipulation of problem solving techniques such as using the

cultural optimality approach may stimulate a better

understanding of culture and acculturation .

Specifically, the cognitive objectives for the unit

are as follows : Two low level goals include the students'

ability to recall specific facts concerning the aborigines

and their ability to organize and classify facts under

cultural headings . The higher level goal involves

students in organizing and applying cultural data to

support a theory for determining the optimal development

for any tribe . Affective goals encourage students to

express a personal value system for judging cultural

growth, and to use these values for organizing data to sup-
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port their theory of optimality . Skills include the

ability to interpret documents, to work together cooper-

atively in groups, to deliver useful reports and to

listen to and discuss these reports in class intelligently .

In developing a sequence towards achieving these

goals, there is need to develop a sequence of intellectual

content to encourage the development of the ability to

utilize concepts . There are two theories for sequencing

concepts .

Random sequencing has been shown by Spencer(1972) to

be the least effective, and involves placing the concepts

used to obtain a goal in any particular order . In the

unit on aborigines, random sequencing has only been

employed in sequencing content that is all within

the confines of one level of Gagne's learning hierarchy .

Culture was subdivided into the concepts of material

culture and non-material culture . Material culture

included an examination of such sub-concepts as food,

clothing, housing and weapons . Ilon-material culture

includes such sub-concepts as recreation, tribal and

family structures, division of labour and religion . No

particular sequence was seen as necessary in the ordering

of these sub-concepts .

GAGNE'S LEARNING HIERARCHY :

The second type of ordering, utilizing learning

theory, has been suggested by Robert Gagne . (1970)
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Gagne's approach is an useful one because it breaks all

complex skills up into a small number of steps, whereby

the teacher can establish a series of related small tasks

which are used to fit together complex skills . Gagne's

steps of greatest significance to the unit on Aborigines

are these : 1, verbal association, 2 e discrimination, 3,

concept formation, 4, rule formation, and 5, problem

solving . Gagne ranks these steps hierarchically in order

of learning and argues that to develop skills within a

higher category, it is necessary to master the prerequisite

categories . In order to understand and use these five

levels of learning in order to sequence content, further

clarification is provided for each stage .

Verbal association involves these steps . The stimulus-

response connection must be previously learned, associating

words with images . Verbal association occurs when a

coding connection is available between a series of verbal

responses, so that a chain may be established . The chain

is reeled off in sequence, so that each stimulus-response

is in the correct sequence with the next .

Discrimination learning also involves a series of

steps . Individual chains which connect each distinctive

stimulus with each identifying response must be learned .

A learned discrimination is the capability of distinguishing

one stimulation or symbol from another .

Concepts have been defined by Martorella (1971, p . 13)

as names applied to a quality common to numerous
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1
1 stimuli which are otherwise different . Concepts permit

men to find meaning in liearexperience, and enables people

1 to describe and explain their experiences in order to

communicate with others . Concepts enable one to go

1 to inferences about otherbeyond observed properties, make

1 unobserved properites . Concepts,Vartorella, (1971, p . 43)

suggests, cannot be directly taught but are built up

1 through this process . Concepts are identified by : 1 .

a. rule which defines the relevant category, 2 . a set of

t with andpositive instances of exemplars attributes, 3 . a

1 name . Rules state the relevant characteristics . Attrib-

utes are identifying features of the concept which permits

1 one to separate examples from non-examples . Names are

symbols used to identify the concept . Attainment of a

1 concept is gained by demonstrating correct application of

1 the concept to specific unfamiliar examples .

CONCEPT CLUSTERS :

In the unit on aborigines, a variety of concepts

such as culture, and acculturation are often closely

related . Usually in the Social Sciences, Stahl (1975 . P . 7_)

notes, that the present of one concept usually impliesf
/ the presence of others . This pattern of interrelated

concepts suggests value in using concept clusters, rather

than. isolated concepts, to aid description and analysis,
better

and the possibility for learning, , the meaning of individual

'rP4-"- concepts .

1



RULE LEARNING

From concept clusters, the student reaches Gagne's

rule learning level . Because concepts included in a

concept cluster are usually related, the cluster aids

the statement of logical relationships among the concepts .

This relationship is usually stated in terms of rules .

Rules are formed by chaining two concepts . Often the form

"if . . ., then . . . ." is employed . For instance, "if a

culture exists, then there are unique forms of dress,

housing, religion and customs ." "If two cultures are in

contact, then acculturation occurs ." "If cultures share

common perceptions, then they tend to cooperate ." These

forms of statements allow the students to see the relation-

ship between concepts . When data is examined, the

existence of one concept in a cluster suggests that one

search for others as well .

PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS :

At the problem solving level, rules are combined so

that the students can interpret social situations and

make meaningful decisions concerning the problem being

stu died . There may be a number of plausible solutions to

any given problematic situation . Importance is attached

to the identification of alternative interpretations,

consideration of criteria used for making decisions, and

a statement of positions based on these criteria:.

Students must state their preferences for certain criteria,
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interpretations and consequences based on an examination

of their personal values .

SEQUENCING INSTRUCTION USING GAGNE'S HIERARCHY :

In order to sequence instruction according to

Gagne's five types of learning, the following steps are

taken . When planning, the designer first identifies the

kinds of problems students are to resolve as a result of

instruction . The designer isolates the rules students are

to combine in order to analyze and solve the problems .

Knowing the rules, one analyzes the rules in order to

determine the concepts that are to be diagnosed for and

taught . Working knowledge and understanding at the conce-

ptual level requires discrimination among phenomena using

defining attributes . These depend on students learning

prerequisite verbal associations .

For the unit on aborigines the hierarchy appears as

below :

Problem Solving :

	

When was the cultural peak reached by
the Aborigines?

Rule Formation :

	

E.G : I . If two cultures share similar
perceptions, then both may mutually
benefit the other .

II . If two cultures share confl-
icting perceptions, then the stronger
culture will destroy the weaker .

III . If one culture benefits from
superior technology of another culture,
without a disruption in its non-mat
erial culture, then cultural optimality
may occur .
(Other generalizations may be made as well

Concept Formation : Non-material and material cultural traits .

Discriminations :

	

Attributes of material and non-material
culture : (food, tools, weapons, housing,
dress, political and social structure,
division of labour, religion, life cycle .)
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Verbal Associations : Definitions of Culture : Naterial,
Non-material, Cultural traits,
(food, tools, weapons, housing, dress,
political and social structure, div-
ision of labour, life cycle, religion .

In teaching, the move is from simple, verbal assoc-

iations to the more complex learning tasks such as

problem solving . This approach permits one to identify

those students who cannot operate at one level, but

who can at another . Consequently, the process allows

the students to build up their lower level learnings in

order to develop higher level learnings .

Activities are designed for each of Gagne's five

learning levels . Each level of activity must include an

understanding of the specific level of learning for which

the activity is designed, the objectives of the activity,

a set of pre-instruction readiness questions, a set of

directions, an activity, an answer, and activity follow-up

questions .

LEVEL I . CREATI14G THE CONDITIONS TO DEVELOP VERBAL ASSOCIATION

LEARN 114 G

A . Focus of Learning Activity :

Students must be able to comprehend the definition

of culture . The definition developed by the students was

"all the ways of life of a group ." Students must

comprehend definitions of material and non-material

cultures, and material and non-material traits .

Material traits include knowing definitions for food,
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tools, weapons,housing, and

include knowing definitions

social structure, division

cycle .

B . Obj

Students should be able to

their own words .

C . Instructional Set :

such terms

of labour,

D . Directions

dress .

for political structure,

religion., andof labour,

Hon-material traits

Ac tivit

state definitions in

life

1 . Students develop definitions of culture and

cultural traits through enquiry

illustrated by lessons 1 and 2 .

2 . An understanding of culture

step needed for problem solving .

3 . The definitions developed by the students were

simple enough to be easily paraphrased, understood and

n'emembered by the students, and with the exception of

as life cycle, social structure, and division

students had little difficulty

Given To The Students :

and empirical study as

is the first crucial

with this exercise .

Students were asked in lessons 1 and 2 to define

culture, and give definitions of material and non-material

culture as well as examples of categories subsumed by

these headings .

Form Of The Activity :

The verbal association level related to culture

developed out of two activities . Initiallyl students were
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exposed to an enquiry lesson based on an archaeological

site where sketches of numerous archaeological findings

were used by the students to analyze the culture of the

group which had once inhabited the site . The second

lesson focused`on a film depicting an aboriginal group

in their traditional setting . Students were told that

the film described traditional aboriginal culture and

were required to reach a definition of culture and to

define the difference between material and non-material

culture as well as such terms as political and social

structure .

II . LEVEL TWO :

	

CREATI .'G CONDITIOTTS TO DEVELOP DISCRIA"-

ATION LEARTdITJG

A . Focus of Learning Activity .

Students should be able to use the definition of

culture to distinguish between examples

of culture . The students should also distinguish bet-

ween examples and non-examples of material and non-

material culture, and between examples

of various cultural traits .

B . Ob jectives of Learning Activity :

and non-examples

and non-examples

By watching a film, (Lesson 2) students will be

able to correctly identify and categorize elements of

material and non-material culture under such headings as

food, social structure, etc .



C . Instructional Set .

1 2

1 . It is necessary that students can give a defin-

ition of material and non-material culture and of

different cultural traits .

2 . Students must also be able to read the documents

provided in the activity and understand them .

D . Directions Given To The Students :

Aborigines .

t o

Culture refers to the way of life of the

Culture is divided into material culture, which refers

things that the cultural group physically builds and

handles . don-material culture refers to customs and

practices,

	

as well as beliefs and traditions .

In the film, the life of the aborigines is described

under the headings of food, tools, weapons, housing,

dress, different tasks of men and women, art, religious

beliefs and movements . Students are to describe

aboriginal culture under these headings .

E . Form of the Activity .

Students are provided with directions, definitions

and a pictorial description provided by the film .

G . Format of the Decision Sheet :

Students were initially provided with a question

sheet in which they were provided with categories . In

order to show that they had discriminated the input data

from the film, they had to describe aboriginal life
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utilizing the subject headings provided .

H . Activity Follow Up :

Students were provided with a project . In the

students are to identify material and non-material

cultural categories and to provide descriptions of

cultural aspects for each of these categories for

aboriginal culture .

I . Transfer Readiness :

LEARNING : (Lessons 4 , 5 , and-6 )

A . Focus of Learning Activitv :

The focus of developing concept learning is

to discrimination learning but depends on a more

understanding of culture in order to distinguish

different examples and to classify them correctly into

cultural categories .

B . Objectives Of The Learning Activity :

project,

Students are ready when they can distinguish between

culture and nor:-culture, material and non-material culture,

and can identify and describe different cultural traits .

LEVEL III : CREATING CONDITIONS FOR DEVELOPING CONCEPT

similar

detailed

between

Students are provided with folders of documents

dealing with material and non-material culture . Students

are divided into groups, and each group is assigned a

report on specific aspects of aboriginal material and

non-material culture . Students must search through the
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documents to find the data relevant to their questions,

and prepare reports for class presentation .

C . Instructional Set :

l . The students must be able to demonstrate an

understanding of culture at the discrimination level by

being able to give their own definitions and examples of

such cultural traits as food, clothing etc .

2 . The students must have a clear awareness of how

the groups are to function, who is presenting the group

their role in contributing to the group report .

ust be able to communicate a clear

of particular traits of aboriginal culture

to the remainder of the class through group research and

oral presentation .

4 . The remainder of the class need to exercise

listening skills and to ask intelligent questions .

D . Directions Given To The Students :

report, and

3 . The student

description

Students are to have one period for research and

one,teriod for presentation for material culture, and a

similar length of time for non-material culture .

Students are to form five groups in order to study

certain aspects of aboriginal material culture . Each

group is provided with a folder, with a heading dealing

with some aspect of material culture, and a series of

questions dealing with material trait . (See lesson four

for questions) The group is to research the documents,
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answer the questions and present a report to the remainder

of the class concerning the material trait assigned .

This group work exercise will be repeated in a similar

way for aspects of non-material culture . (Lesson 5) .

E . Form of the Activity

Students will form five groups with separate

documents and questions for each of the five groups .

F . Format Of The Decision Sheet :

Decisions are made as a group, and are presented

Presentations may be followed by class dis-

clarify questions or bring errors to class

the class .

cussion to

attention .

G . Activity Follow Ups

In order to ensure that all students have listened

to the presentations, students are provided with mimeo-

graphed project sheets in which they enter specific

details of traits of aboriginal material and non-material

culture .

H . Transfer Readiness Data :

1 . The students must correctly identify and

specific examples of such sub-concepts as aboriginal

food, housing, recreational activities, religious

activities etc . by analysizing documents .

2 . Students should be able to synthesize the

ion to provide an overall coherent

inal traditional culture .

to

describe

informat-

picture of aborig-
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LEVEL IV . CREATING THE CONDITIONS FOR DEVELOPIIIG RULE

LEARNING . (Lessons 7, B, 9, & 10)

A . Focus Of The Learning Activity :

Students would use their understanding of two or

more concepts t'o form logical relationships by chaining

two concepts in order to explain or interpret a situation .

In the aboriginal unit, the students examined the interac-

tion of the aboriginal culture with the culture of

1, the Europeans, and 2, the present Australian white

inhabitants, in order to understand the process of accul-

turation .

B . Objectives Of The Learning Activity :

Given a situation, sutdents should be able to explain

it in terms of a rule which they have developed on their

own, or have selected from a document . Rules developed

might be similar to these : "If two cultures with

conflicting cultural patterns or goals come into contact,

then the weaker culture undergoes the largest ^ultural

change ." Other rules which could be generated follow :

1 . If an advanced culture does not interfere with

non-material aspects of a primitive culture ; then the

primitive culture may benefit from material contact with

the advanced culture .

2 . If two cubes share similar perceptions, then

contacts between those cultures may benefit each other .

3 . If a primitive culture is given welfare, then

that culture will lost its self-esteem .

4 . If a primitive culture comes into contact with

Europe~ns, then the primitive culture will
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catch new diseases .

5 . If an advanced culture possesses alcohol, then

alcoholism may become a problem in a traditional culture .

6 . If a nomadic culture comes into contact with a

farming culture, then the nomadic culture is often forced

to settle in one place .

7 . If a culture is unused to perma nent housing, then

it may not value or care for European style homes .

8 . If the type of education provided to atculture is

not viewed as relevant to their life style, then this

education will not be regarded as important .

9 . If two cultures come into contact, with only one

possessing missionary zeal, then the other will gradually

be converted to that religion .

C . Instructional Set :

1 . The students must demonstrate their understanding

of various traits of aboriginal and European culture .

For instance, it is useful to contrast the aborigines and

the Europeans with respect to each of the major differ-

ences in their culture, based on the cultural traits of

material and non-material culture .

2 . Students must be introduced to the idea of forming

generalizations based on specific instances . Students

should become used to using formats such as "If . . ., then

D . Directions Given To_The Students :
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Students are divided into five groups . There are

three group exercises . r'irstly, each group is provided

with a folder of documents describing interaction between

aborigines and Europeans, during early settlement . Each

group is given identical questions, but are provided

with documents which provide different viewpoints .

Students are instructed to elect chairmen, and to

assign a specific question or two questions to each member

of the group . Each member will be involved in role

playing an answer before the class .

Questions which students were to study, in order to

analyze the documents were these : (Lesson Plan 7--8)

1 . What did you think when you saw your first European?

2 . What things of value did the white man bring

with him, that you began to use?

3 . In what ways did you help the white man when he

first arrived? How did he help you?

4 . Why did you come to dislike the white man?

j . How did you try to stop the approach of the

white man and why did you take these actions?

6 . What has happened to your group since the white

man has arrived?

7 . How could the white man have treated your group

better?

Secondly, students are again divided into their

groups and each group is provided with a document and



questions dealing with aspects of Aboriginal--White

oontact today . These topics are : health, education,

law and courts, alcoholism, and housing . Each group

member will be required to report to the class on

certain aspects. of these topics . (For questions on each

of these five topics, see Lesson Plans, 9 and 10 . For

documents, see folders 9 and 10) .

t hirdly, the groups are presented with documents

which focus on one of these topics : racism, language,

population change, lard and aboriginal identity . Each

group will prepare answers dealing with their

group topic . (For specific questions see lesson plans

11 and 12 . For documents see folders 11 and 12),.

E . Form Of The Activity :

1 .

2 .

interaction between Europeans and

favourable and unfavourable viewpoints ; both during

and today .

3 . Questions for the student groups to examine .

single correct generalization that

generalizations

contact

A set of directions .

Documents which contain a

4 . There is no

students need make . A large

could be made from the data

F . Format of the Decision Sheet :

number of

provided .

1 . Students, when presenting reports

value that the white man brought, need to

description of

aborigines from

early

on things of

make generaliz-
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ations that a superior culture can often benefit

a less developed culture with better technologys e .g .

steel knives, ways of beginning fires, guns for shooting

food, medicine etc . However, unless these innovations are

congruent with the previous cultural patterns of the

groups, the innovations may lead to dependence and

eventually to a process of cultural disintegration .

2 . It is found that students generalize that the

interaction of two cultures may benefit both cultures .

Aborigines provided guidance for the white man in exploring

the country, and assisted in operating sheep and cattle

stations . The Europeans, on the other hard, aided the

aborigines with food in times of drought and scarcity,

as well as providing more efficient implements and

medicine .

3 . There is also the reverse picture . The impact of

a more technologically advanced culture on a primitive

culture can often result in the destruction of the more

primitive culture . Reference has been made to the

introduction of European diseases, the role of the miss-

ionaries, destruction of aboriginal food supplies, the

effects of alcohol, the destruction of Aboriginal

beliefs, and the usurpation of their lands and sacred

sites . Today, poor education, sub-standard housing, chronic

alcoholism and virulent racism has led to a loss of cult-

ural identity . In addition, there has been the decline of
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the unmixed aboriginal population as a result of

warfare and miscegenation between Aborigines and Euro-

peans .

G . Activity Follow Up :

Questions in all the activities ask the students to

suggest ways in which action might be taken to bring about

better relations between the two cultural groups . In

addition, the student project involves students in

examining both positive and negative features of Aborig-

inal--white contact .

Transfer Readiness

1 . It is essential that the students be able to

support their interpretation concerning the value of

white--aboriginal interaction . Either interpretation,

positive or negative is acceptable as long as students

can marshall evidence in support of their generalizat-

ions . Development of intellectual skills by

repetitiont

	

zse of three sets of documents and

three group activities should provide students with

expertise . In addition by listening to other group reports

students are exposed to some fifteen case studies,

focused on a variety of white--aboriginal interaction

situations .

LEVEL V . CREATIivG CONDI'l'IONS FOR DEVELOPING PROBLEM

SOLVITM SKILLS :

A. . Focus of- the--Learning Actives :
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Students will be presented with a problem focused on

the question of cultural optimality that forces them to

integrate the concepts and rules which they had developed

in order to find an answer to this problem .

B . Objectives Of The Learning Activity :

Given a description of a primitive tribe during its

precontact and post-contact stages, students will be

able to develop cultural concepts concerning a

primitive tribe, generalize rules concerning cultural

change, and use these rules in providing a rational

argument in support of a theory of cultural optimality

for that tribe .

C . Instructional Set :

1 . The students must have successfull demonstrated

rule learning skills involving the chaining of concepts .

2 . The students must be able to state logical pro-

positions, based on "if . . ., then . . . ." propositions .

3 . The students must be able to read and comprehend

the activity or question provided in the problem solving

exercise .

4 . Students are not demonstrating problem solving

abilities if they have already learned or been told

the answer . To test mastery of concept learning, it is

necessary to confront students with new and unfamiliar

situations .

D . Directions Given To Students :
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Below is a story about the Cree Indian tribe of

Northern Ontario . This story describes their culture

before the white man, during early contact, and today .

With reference to information concerning the cultural

change of this group through time, determine when you

believe the culturally optimal period was achieved in

the overall history of each tribe . Justify your answer

with reference to the culture of the tribe . Remember that

culturally optimal periods of time refers to the

pointsin time where the primitive culture reaches the

maximum adaptation to its environment, without forced

disruption: and decline in cultural self-identity .

E . Form Of The Activity :

1 . A set of directions .

2 . The story about the Cree Indian tribe through

three distinctive periods of interaction .

. Format of the Decision Sheet :

A document (Lesson 13) with three questions to be

answered . 1 . In which of the three periods described did

the Indian tribe reach the peak of their cultural develop

ment: 2 . Describe the non-material and material aspects

of their culture during thea)eriod which you consider best,

and prove by reference to the otherferiods of time that
s

the Indians were indeed better off during that period in

time . 3 . Compare the Cree Indian with the Aborigines . What

differences or similarities do you see between the Cree and
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Aborigines in their contact with the Whites?

G . Activity Follow D :

1 . In what ways could the white man have aided a

primitive tribe to develop in ways that would not be so

destructive to their cultural identity?

ii . Transfer Readir_ess

1 . The students should be able to state the general-

izations which they have made in order to justify the

choice of a particular optimal period of development .

2 . The students should be aware of the procedure

they used, whereby two concepts are chained together

in order to make a rule which is then applied to solving

a problem .

3 . The students should be able to use their procedure

in examining problems relating to any primitive tribe,

although data for each tribe may be different and new

to them .

CONCLUSION: SEQUE NC I G INSTRUCTIMN :

Gagne's model of learning levels has provided

a number of advantages . Firstly, it ensures that in a

unit of study, higher level as well as lower level

learning processes are covered . Students are exposed to

rule formation and problem solving as well as knowledge

and comprehension .

Secondly, it ensures that the sequence of lessons

follows a logical pattern based on lear:,ling theory .
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The model provides a basis for thIplanning and structure

of each lesson, and the logical sequence from one lesson

to the next, based on a logical path from low level to

high level activities . The process relies on identifying

the problem or types of problems that the students may

have to tackle, and a working backwards to identify the

rules, concepts and verbal associations that the students

need to learn to solve the problem . Use of pre-objectives

and test items will enable the teacher to be aware of the

current level of development of each student, and to

determine whether students are ready to move on to the

next level of development . It is recommended that students

should determine their current level of development

first, in order to provide a basis for planning and

a point to commence instruction . The pretest should be

designed to test the pre-objectives for each level of the

unit . In this way, it will be discovered whether or not

some students have already mastered the pre-.objectives at

the lower levels of Gagne's learning hierarchy, and will

be capable of working at a higher level .

An important element of ttie unit is that there are

no correct answers . Consequently, objectives cannot be

stated in behavioural terms . At the problem solving level,

evaluation is based on the success the student has in

chaining relevant concepts together to make rules, and

the degree of success and accuracy the student has in
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marshalling these rules and applyi ;-1t; them to the data

presented . The students' rules and their application

provides the basis for determining whether or not the

student has mastered the problem solving approach .

In Kaufman's (1975) systems design, there was no

detailed explanation as to how to sequence content

according to learning theory in order to develop an

optimal path from low level to high level learning .

Use of the Gagne learning hierarchy with its levels from

verbal association to problem solving has provided an

useful management model for planning lessons, and sequ-

encing these lessons . The unit follows Kaufman's advice

with the designer beginning with the goals and working

backwards through mission, function and task analysis .

Moreover, the model provides a learning theory base for

each of these three levels, permitting the designer to

link mission analysis with problem solving activities,

unction analysis with rule formations and task analysis

with discrimination and concept formation activities .

In the unit on aborigines, students commenced at the

verbal association level by providing definitions for

culture . Students were then involved in discrimination

and concept formation by identifying various types of

material and non-material culture . Rule formation involved

chaining together concepts to form generalizations

concerning acculturation . These generalizations were



applied at the problem solving level to make a statement

concerning the culturally optimal period for the aborigines .
ECOMMENIDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Weaknesses in the model focus on affective and

communication skills which have not been sequenced

according to any method . Student skills necessary for

the unit included the ability to work together in groups,

to deliver reports orally, and to listen to and comprehend

the reports of other students . Other skills involved

were those of reading and writing .

	

During the teaching

of the lesson, it was found that the development of

student skills in communicating effectively, in working
r

in groups, and in listening were below their intellectual

capabilities in problem solving when working individually .

Developing the sequence of materials, and the

decision to use group work and group reports as strateg-

ies for realizing affective goals has illustrated a need

for both diagnosing techniques to determine student

capabilities, and the sequencing of developmental

exercises for strengthening student listening, communic-

ating and interaction abilities .

Reading skills of the students need to be determined

and documents sequenced in a way so as to increase in

difficulty, and in the use of terminology, as the unit

progresses . Hackett (Spencer, 1972, p . 11) has developed

an hierarchically ordered language comprehension skills

test to determine if language skills in school children

would exhibit an ordering compatible with the hypothesis
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of transfer from the lower levels to the higher levels

in Gagne's hierarchy . She initially identified eleven

language comprehensions skills from a literature review .

These were stated as behavioural objectives and arranged

in an hierarchy of listening and reading comprehension .

Next, two tests were cor "tructed for the hierarchy of

language skills test items and were administred to 1,186

students in a variety of grades . The results of a chi

square analysis indicated that there was statistical

significance in favour of the hierarchical nature of

language skills studied from one grade to another . There

was evidence of transfer among the language comprehension

skills from lower level to higher level skills . This

study indicates that, at least from year to year, students

gradually climb Gagne's hierarchy . It may be that these

language skills may be structured to improve during the

teaching of individual units, provided the materials

were graded and structured according to different levels

of difficulty within the unit .

Group reports and listening activities also need to

be planned in order to gradually develop the abilities

of the students to listen to the reports and to react with

orderly, intelligent discussion . Initially reports must

be simple and highly structured with directly relevant

work sheets in order to encourage student listening and

comprehension . As the unit progresses, reports may
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become more complex and involved without a drop in student

a4idieno- comprehension . Worksheets can be made to involve

more student analysis prior to recording answers .

Consequently, the development of an hierarchy ir: listening

skills may also :be possible .

In group interaction, it was found that students

were initially unused to group activities and some did

not wish involvement within groups . Students were

afraid of role playing, or production of skits, and wished

only to undertake short reports . As the unit progressed,

students became more involved in groups, and more interested

in role playing, as well as factual reports . There appeared

to be a sequence of stages through which students move

in becoming involved in group activities and successful

in delivering classroom reports . There is a need to

structure methods/means for the unit according to a

definite sequence of developments in a way which is

comparable with the gradual sequence of difficulty in

intellectual skills . This is an area in which more

research could profitably be used .

B . The Validity of the Sequence :

A second area of research would involve the

validity of the Gagne model in the Social Sciences .

Although the Gagne model has been implemented within

an anthropological structure, there has been no effort

examine Gagne's assumption that students who have failed

to
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to master content at one level will be unable to progress

to the next level . Use of an experimental study in which

the~nit is taught to three control groups would be

necessary . One control group would be taught the sequence
C

according to Gagne's model, based on logical sequence .

The second control group would be taught the identical

material based on a random sequence . A third control

group might be taught the sequence in reverse order . If,

as it is hypothesized, the forward sequencing is the

most effective, then this sequence should be proven

successful for the following variables : l . The time to

complete thekrogram, 2 . the mastery of subordinate comp-

etencies, 3 . the attitudes towards the program, 4 .

the mastery of the task, and 5 . the retention of the task

mastery .

Coleman's ( Spencer, 1972, p . 17) study has provided

evidence in the social studies to support Gagne's hypo-

thesis that mastery of a final task is dependent upon

masterly of all subordinate competencies of that task .

Coleman developed an hierarchically structured social

studies unit . Then he defined the instruction needed for

each competency and administered the test to sixth grade

girls . By using diagnostic testing, each student began at

a suitable level . An experimental group received instruc-

tion on those subordinate competencies which they had

failed, but not on the final task . The control group

did not receive instruction for their deficient competencies .
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The result was a significant different in favour of the

experimental group's ability to perform the final task .

Such research indicates that use of experimental

groups with an anthropological unit would probably sub-

stantiate Gagne's notion of a learning hierarchy in the

social studies . It may confirm that wrjen competencies are

defined for an hierarchical task, then, a, there is a

positive transfer from lower to higher competencies in the

hierarchy and b, students who have not mastered prerequisite

competencies would not be able to perform the final task,

while those who had been irtructed in all the competencies

could perform the final task .

White (1973+ 1974) has examined and clarified some

of the methodological problems involved in validating

learning hierarchies . It may be an useful exercise to

utilize White's model for validation of a learning

hierarchy . 1 . Define in behavioural terms the elements

which are to be in the hierarchy . 2 . Derive the hierarchy

by working from the top downwards, and include all the

connections . 3 . Check the reasonableness of the hierarchy

with experienced teachers . 4 . Invent possible divisions

of elements of the hierarchy so that very precise definit-

ions are obtained . 5 . Carry out an investigation . Each

division should represent different skills . 6 . Write two

or more questions for each division and give them to a

sample of students . Whenever students are observed to
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answer correctly one set of questions or one division

while answering incorrectly the set for the other, the

division is taken to be separate skills . 7 . Remove any

improbable connections . White believes that validation

will prove that subordinate skills in an hierarchy are not

only essential prerequisites for learning of higher

skills, but are also the complete set of prerequisites .

Further research with language arts (reading etc)

should involve people familiar with those areas . Further

research into learning hierarchies would involve obtaining

copies of the numerous American unpublished Ph D theses

within this field .

~ Ut. ice.s' l-t.+l
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